Dear Dorothy:

One letter today - humbug.

It will take the goods shipment about a month to come. I will send it this weekend some time. I am not thinking of carrying the tape recorder - it must weigh 70 pounds.

Another letter from them today - the one written before she left Wash. Do glad this gone - it looks as if there will be more violence there.

I have a cold and feel lousy. I suspect it comes from getting hot outside and coming into CCRV - which is air conditioned. This is the first day I have felt the least bit bad since I've been here.

Still no action fighting-wise. I
don't like this at all. A real bad fight at Tav Son. What could delay my flight out. Actually I personally feel that the next assault will come - wherever it comes - before I leave. Hopefully it will come well before and be over with by then. The way things are now, it would be too much to hope it would be delayed until after 7 July.

Hope to get another tape or two made tonight.

Picture enclosed are one of a "residential" area on one of the canals, and one more of the men by the Y bridge.

Love,

Jim
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